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CHAPTER. I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is to describe a speech im-
provement program based on '.Plamed singing" in a kindergarten 
classroom. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Speech.improvement lessons conducted through singing can 
.. .. .. . 
improve the speech, accustom the children to correct formatio 
and an awareness~of phonic sounds and sound discrimination. l .. 
Averall tested 200 children of kindergarten level and found 
..- '" ~ .., 
that 61.5~ of the children tested had errors of articulation. 
- 2 
~arquhar reports that ~ survey of public sc~ool speech cor-
rection programs ~isclosed tha~ functional ar~iculation de-
fectives represent bet~een 7? and~~ percent_of a~l sp~~ch 
More functional artie• 
~ . 
defectives in the sc~ool population. 
?lation defects ~~c~ a~ong schoo~ c~ildren in the primary 
grades than at any other grade level. 
Maturation results in a decrease in the number of artie-
ulation errors in young children. 
1. Lois H. Averall, et.al., ~Analysis£!~ Relationship 
Between Articulation and Auditory Discrimination in Kinder-
garten Children. Unpublished Master Thesis, Boston-u. 1953. 
2. Mary s. Farquhar, ~Predictive Value of .! Batterl g! 
Imitative Articulation ~Auditory Discrimination Tests 
in the Speech Development of Kindergarten Children. An 
unpUbrished Master Thesis,~oston University, l9Sff: 
0 
_n 
i 
I 
' 
j 
l 
Templin who studied several language skills of children, 
. ' 
articulation, sound di~crimina~~on, sentence development and 
vocabulary found that a substantial amount of gro~th took 
place between the three and e~ght year o~d levels. The effect 
of maturation on speech was investigated at the national leve 
. 2 
~ the White Hou.se. Conf'eren~e Survey, _which indicated a gra_d-
ual decrease in articulation defects occurred between kinder-
- . -
and there was little further decrease due to maturation alone. 3 . . 
H;nze points ~u:t~ th~t: 
1. -Early· training ·cari- keep· ·speech difficulties from be-
coming habitu~l and can prevent the complex emotional 
prob~ems that sometimes grow out of simple difficulties 
in articulation. 
• ... '"- .. p #. 
2·. T'o·day speeen improvement ls urgently ·naede·d in t·he 
i;>r:t.mary grades. · To acquire· and maintaln normal speech: 
patterns and a hea1thy personality, the child needs help, 
and he·needs it early. 
'4 . . -
Wilson in her ~tudy was_ ~on?erned w~~h ~he development 
of' good speech for all kindergarten children. She concluded 
le Mildred a. Templin, Certairi La~uage Skills in Children: 
Their Development and Inter-re~tionship; The Univer•~ty 
of Minnesota ~Dess, .~nneapolis, 1957, P•7• _ 
2. White House Conference on Child Health· and Protection.· 
Special Education, D. Appleton Century,~w York, 1931, 
PP• 349•381. 
3. Helen K. Hinze, ·speech Improvement: An Overview, Elemen-
tary School Journal, November 1960, Vol.61 No.2, p.91. 
. . ' 
4• Betty Ann Wilson, The-Development and Evaluation of a 
Speech Improvement Program for Kinderg~ten Children, 
Journal of'Sfeecn ~Hearing Disorders, March 1954 
Vol.l9, PP• -13. 
2 
0 
j 
that speech improvement programs at the kindergarten level 
result in a greater decrease in the number of articulation 
errors. 1 . 2 
Murphy-Fitzsimmon~ and Ka~lan found i~ their.studies 
that the use of music for the:rapy did have an effe~t .C?n the 
speech as well as the emotional stability of children. 
SCOPE 
This stu~y.wil~ describe t~e c~ange~ in articulation 
abili~y of a group of thirty ~ndergarten children during 
twelve we~ks of a speech i~pr~vement program which uses 
music to teach specific consonant sounds. 
1 • .!lbert T. Murphy, Ruth Fitzsimmons, Music Therapy for the 
Speech Handicapped; Elementarz School Journal, Oct. 1958, 
Vol. 59, PP• 39-44• . . 
2. Max Kaplan, Music Therapy'in the Speech Program, 
Exceptional Children, Vol. 22, December 1955. 
• 
I . 
0. 
I 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1 
What is speech improvement 1 Ainsworth states that: 
ttspeech improvement is work done with whole 
c~asses or grades at one time. The objectives 
are to raise the general speech performance of 
the group and to minimize or correct minor defects 
of some of the indiyiduals in the group." 
Speech improvement as it is discussed in Van Riper and 2 . 
Butler shows tha~ if the teacher. reviews her daily schedule, 
she will no~e several periods during_ which ~p~ech improvement 
may be logically intergrated into her p~ogram. Phonic work-
books as an a~junct ~o reading are often id~~l sources from 
which oral, as well as written, sound lessons can~be construe 
ted. A music period may ~tress vocalized rhyt~ and varia-
tions in pitch and volume. A spelling lesson enables the 
teacher to,introduce new words not only for accurate reproduc 
tion but also for accurate articulation. Units lend themselv 
with ease to speech improvement. Even an art class can be 
used for speech improvement since children often tell the 
"story behind the picture". The authors also state that cor-
~ ~ 
relation with other subject areas is profitable and often 
possible. 
1. S. Ainsworth, Speech Correction Methods, Prentice Hall, 
New York, 1958. . . 
2. Charles VanRiper, Katherine G. Butler, Speech in the 
Elementary Classroom, Harper Bros. New York, 19;'5-;-p' ·41·42 
A separate speech improvement period in which the whole 
class participates can have even greater value and can help 
the speech correction program which may exist in the school. 
It serves as an excellent basis for individual and group 
speech therapy at a later date. The normal speaking children 
in the room are more easil~ motivated to help, not hinder, 
the speech defective child. The children are able to under-
stand that faulty speech need not be a disgrace; because of 
their peer relationship they are capable of serving as help 
or teachers. Even kindergarteners can remind a classmate 
1 
that he "pointed his tongue," wtJ,en saying an -s- word. 
~ 2 ~ 
Pronovost states that the, 
n· ••• major emphasis should be placed on articulation in 
the primary grades. If primary grade children are guided to 
develop accurate articulation, they will make fewer errors 
later, and upper grade teachers will be able to concentrate 
on maintaining distinct enunciation and acceptable pronoun-
elation." 
~ 
The value of speech improvement at the kindergarten 
. ' 3 level was indicated ·by Wilson in her study when she stated 
three conclusions: 
1. Charles VanRiper, Katherine Butler, op.cit. P·42-43• 
. 
2. Wilbert Pronovost, The Teaching 2f. Speaking ~ Listening 
in the Elementary School, Longmans, Green and Co., 
N~w-york, 1959, p.~$6 . 
3. Betty Ann Wilson, The Development and Evaluation of a 
Speech Improvement Program ~ Kindergarten Children, 
Jo~nal.of Speech and Hearing Disorders, March~~ 
Vol. 19. p.4:13. - . . 
_() 
1. A speech improvement program at the kindergarten 
level results in a greater decrease in the number of articula-
tion errors on sounds included in the ·program than is evidenCe· 
when no speech improvement lessons are provided. 
2. A speech improvement program at the kindergarten 
level results in a greater decrease in the number of articula-
tion errors on sounds not in the program than is evidenced 
when no speech improvement lessons are provided. 
3. A speech improvement program at the kindergarte 
level results in better reading readiness scores than occur 
when no such program exists. 
l 
Andersland ·stated that speech improvement training with 
children in lower socio-economic groups who participated in 
kindergarten speech improvement achieved articulation success 
approximating that of the upper class groups. Speech improve-
ment training also appeared to counteract negative effects 
upon children's articulation associated with high maternal 
hostility rejection scores. A relationship seemed to exist 
between children's articulation and material scores in the 
extremes of a personality test and cut-off scores were given. 
Effects upon articulation of maternal rejection, maternal ad-
justment and of superior intelligence in the child appeared 
to warrant additional research. It was found in a study by 
2 
Butler done with children at the kindergarten level that 
speech improvement did improve children with defective speech. 
1. Phyllis B. Andersland, Materna~ and Environmental Factors 
~elated to $uccess in Speech Improvement Training, .Journal 
2! Speech ~ Heariag Disorders, March 1954, Vol.l8,p.4-l3. 
6. 
2. Katherine Butler, An Empirical Investigation of Speech Im-
provement in the Elementary School, ~' Oct.l990,V.2 No.1 • 
0 
1 2 
Murphy-Fitzsimmons and Kaplan used music as a media in 
. 
therapy and Murphy indicated that speech music techniques 
appeared to improve the child's speech skills, bolster bis 
. 
emotional health, both of which are essential for clear 
speech. Kaplan found that music therapy with handicapped 
children would encourage tnem to slow down speech, to learn 
to listen more carefully, to distinguish pitch of sounds 
and enlarge the student's musical experience. 
Music is used in many books and recordings devoted to 
speech improvement in young children. Among these are 
3 4. - 5 
Walsh Bresnahan and Pronovost and Scott and Wood • 
• 
1. Albert T. Murphy-Ruth Fitzsimmons,· Music Therapy for the 
Speech Handicapped, Elementary School Journal, Oct. 1960,· 
Vol. 2, NG. 10. _ 
2. Max Kaplan, Music Therapy in the Speech Program. 
Exceptional Children, December 1955, Vol. 22. 
3. Gertrude Walsh, ~ Jour Way ].Q, Better Speech, 
E. P. Dut~on ComEany, Inc •. New York, 1939. 
4• Marie Bresnahan, Wilbe;t Pronovost, Let's Listen Records, 
Ginn and Company,_ Boston, Mass. 1956. ~ . ~ 
5. Louise B. -Scott, Lucille F. Wood, Listeni~ ~Records 
Webster Publishing Co., St. Louis,.Mo. l9 •· 
0 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In this study, thirty kindergarten children received 
. 
speech·improvement lessions.for twelve weeks. Their artie• 
ulation was tested at t~e beginning of the school year and 
following the series of speech improvement ~essons. 
SELECTION OF CASES 
. . 
.. 
Children in the kindergarven of the Northwest Elementary 
• !• I 
Schooi in Waltham were cb.osen for tb.e present study. The 
group consisted of thirty children, seventeen with no defect 
() and thirteen with minor substitutions. These chi1dren re-
ceived the speech improvement lessons. Another group of ten 
children from a different kindergarten, some with mild defects 
and others with "severe" articulation, received the speech 
- " 
therapye The speech improvement group was an afternoon kin-
dergarten group. The speech therapy group were selected from 
a morning group conducted by the same kindergarten teacher. 
~ pure tone audiometric test indicated that all children had 
hearing within normal limits. At the termination of the 
speech improvement lessons and speech therapy each child was 
petested. 
TESTING PROCEDURES 
The testing procedure followed in this study consisted 
8 
u 
0 
() 
. 
,of administering a picture articulation test that was selected 
from the Warnock-Medlin picture cards. The first test was 
administered in October and the final test in May after the 
speech improvement lessons based on "planned singing" had 
been completed. 
TEACHING PROCEDURES 
" .... '" .. 
The sounds to be presented in the speech improvement 
lessons were (t), (d), (p), (b), (s), (z), (1), (r), {f), 
. ~ ' (a) , (f} , (if). The th:erapist spent one-b.alf hour, one day 
• ~ .... t ,. 
~ week introducing the speech improvement lessons through 
~he use of pictures, stories containing the sound to be pre• 
sent.ed, a group of pictures containing tb.e sound in the 
initial position and a simple two or three stanza song con-
~aining the sound in the initial position. The pictures and 
~he ~ong were left with the classroom teacher for her to 
review daily during the following week. 
The group receiving speech therapy met w~th the therapist 
one day a week for a half•b.our period and received speech 
therapy. This group, however, did not have any other speech 
therapy or speech improvement throughout the following week. 
9 
STEPS FOR THE CLASSR.QOM TEACHER TO FOLLOW 
The following are the steps that the speech therapist 
and the classroom teacher will follow in presenting the 
speech improvement lessons. 
The therapist will spend one-half hour per week intro-
ducing the soWld to the children by the see, hear and feel 
method. The following format will be used: 
1. Show a large picture to stimulate production of 
the sound. 
2. ·Discuss the formation of the sound. 
~ 
3. Tell a story that contains the sound. 
4• Question the children about the story which can 
be answered by using the sound. 
5. ·Show a group of pictures containing the sound in 
the initial position. 
6. Teach a song containing the particular sound 
introduced. 
The therapist leaves the following with the classroom 
teacher so that she may review it daily with the children. 
throughout the week. 
1. Pictures containing the sound introduced. Teacher 
will show the picture and the children will tell 
her what it is and what sound they hear. 
2. The teacher will then review the song that has been 
1:0 
left by the the~apist. 
3. The classroom teacher will spend at least fifteen 
pe~ day reviewing the above. 
4• The order it?- which the sounds will be presented are 
as follows, (t), (d), ·(p), (b), (s), (z), (1), (r), 
(f)' (.e.)' (f)' . (-/j). r , • 
. ~ "' , ,.._ , .. •"" 5. The following are the speeel:l improvement lessons 
used in this study in tl:le order set forth above. 
. I 
0 
Objective: - Correct articulation of the t sound. 
(clock sound). 
Introduction: - (Show picture of clock) 11 0ne morning I 
awoke before anyone in my house. Although I knew everyone 
as asleep I could hear one faint sound. It was the soft 
ticking of the c1ock in the kitchen. It was saying, t - t - t 
. 
"Let us all make believe we are clocks. We can make the 
clock sound with our tongue. Let us al~ say, t - t - t - t -t 
~ 
atch my tongue as I say it. I press the tip of my tongue on 
the little ridge behind my teeth. I keep my~outh open a 
little. When I drop my tongue quickly, I sav t, just like 
. 
the clock. Listen while I make the clock sound, t - t - t - t 
~ 
Now you do it. Press the tip of your tongue against the 
little ridge behind your upper teeth. Drop it quickly and 
. 
say t. Now let us all be clocks and say t - t - t - t - t. 
Remember to press the tip of your tongue against the little 
ridge before each t sound. (Teacher and children say t to-
1 
gather) • 
' Now listen carefully while I read the story about the 
tiny wrist-watch that lived in a clock shop with many dif-
ferent types o'£ clocks. The name of this story is "Terry 
2 
Ticker" • 
~ 
1. Helen Corbett, et. al. A Manual ~ Teachiag Consonants 
~Vowels !a Speecq ~Reading. Unpublishe4 Master's 
Thes~s, Boston University, 1953, p.14. · 
2. Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson. Talking Time, Webster 
Publishing Co., Atlanta, 19~1 - p.l59. ----
u 
0 
TERRY TICKER 
Cheek the children individually to be sure that each 
is making the voiceless sound, t, as the "watch" sound. 
Encourage them to make the watch tick rapidly so that 
their tongues will become more flexible. Attar the 
story has been told, the teacher should walk around 
the ~oom and have the children whisper the nwatch" 
sound close to her ear. 
Terry Ticker was a tiny wristwatch. He lived in a 
clock shop where the clocks sang a merry chorus day and night 
~nay ticked so loudly that Terry Ticker's soft little t, t, t~ 
could not be heard by anyone who happened to be calling at 
the clock shop. 
When soneone made a visit to the shop, he would see the 
grandtather clock with its deep took, took, took, er the wall 
clock that went tick•tock, tick-took, or the alarm clock that 
ticked very fast; tick-a-tick-&tick-a-tick, or any one of the 
other clocks all sizes and shapes with their many kinds ot 
ticks. But no one ever bothered about Terry Ticker. The 
sound he made, t, t, t, t, t, was so soft that no one heard 
him or even stopped to look at him. 
It was Christmas time and everybody was hurrying about 
buying presents. 
One morning, a lady named Mrs• Smith rang the chimes 
and ting, ting, ting, she walked intp the clock shop. She 
looked all around. · 
"May I help you 'l u asked the shopkeeper. 
~ '~ 
"Yes" said Mrs• Smith. "I want to tind a Christmas gift 
for a .... little boy.u 
"How old is he?" asked the shopkeeper. 
~~ J.,... 
"Only five," replied Mrs• Smith, "but he is a very 
special little bay. He belongs~t?r me.~ I chose him myself 
and the is why he is so precious. 1 
~ 
Terry Rieker heard what was said and he ticked t, t, t, 
t, t,.t, as fast as he could to attract attention. 
Then Mrs• Smith saw him. "Why, this watch is exactly 
what I want tor my little boy, 11 ~.she said happily as she held 
11~ 
0 
Terry close to her ear. "It will make a wonderful gift." 
11 t, t, t, t, t, 11 wh;isp~red Terry Ticker, "t, t, t, t~ t, tt 
. ' ~ ~ 
"Please wrap this watch in your prettiest Christmas 
paper," said Mrs• Smith. ~ 
T;rry Ticker kept right on ticking, ttt, t, t, t, t:' as 
the shopkeeper wrapped him. But Terry Ticker ticked with 
a happier sound now that he was going to belong to a very 
special someone. 
"Let us see how.well you listened to the story about 
Terry .... Ticker. 11 
Teacher: "What sound did the clocks in the shop make ? 11 
' . 
Children: fi·· tt t, t, t, t, t, t • 
.., 
Teacher: "Let us pretend we are tiny wristwatches and 
make a tiny ticking sound." 
.... 
Children: "(Softly) t, t, t, t, t." 
Teacher: u"' " Now let us pretend we are big grandfather 
~ ... - 11 
clocks and make a big ticking sound. 
Children: ~~~, T, T, T, T, T •" 
..... .. . "' 
Teacher: "Here are some pichures that have the clock 
•. . 
S 
" ay them after me, - tire, tent, table, top, turtle. sound. 
The following song to be taught by the therapist and 
reviewed by teacher, each day for a week. 
.]4 
0 
0 
1 
THE CLOCK 
Dontt stop,says the clo.ck,dol¥t hurry tick don't dentt hurry 
1 
' ,. 
1 1 
', ' 
1 
tock, ~top 
1 I 
115" 
I I I I I I I 
-1 .....I ...!. I .-I. 1--i-l---1'--l-_-J.-1---1--11 
.,_ - - - - ..... - - - ., -
tick-tock tick-tock tick-tock t~ck-tock tic~tock tick-tick. 
la Lilla Bell.Pitts, et.al. The Kindergarten Book, 
Ginn and Co~pany, Boston, 1959, p.l25 
0 
Objective: - Correct articulation of d sound (water 
dripping from the faucet). 
Introduction: e (Show picture of water dripping from 
faucet). 
"Have you ever heard water dripping from the faucet ? It 
- . 
makes a funny sound. It says d - d - d - d - d. Let us all 
go over to the sink and listen to the water dripping from the 
faucet. {Turn on faucet and let water drip slowly). Listen 
it says, d - d - d .. d - d. " 
11Let us all be faucets and make the dripping sound, 
.... 
d .. d - d - d - d. Open y9ur m0uth like this -. (show how 
lips are half open to make the d sound). 11 
. 
"Now we will be faucets again and make the sound of 
ater-dripping • d - d - d - d • d. Did you feel the little 
taps your tongue made on the top of your moutb ? " 
"Let us all be faucets again. See if you feel your 
tongue make little taps on the top of your moutb - d - d - d, 
1 
did you feel it ? " 
I -
1tNow let us listen carefully to a story about a type-
-riter who makes tb.e same sound you bear wb.en water .. is drip-
ping from tb.e faucet. tt 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al. 9!• cit. - P• 20 
16 
u 
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l 
DONNY TYPEWRITER 
Donny Typewriter had not been used tor a long time. 
~e wondered.it anyone would ever again touch his keys. He 
knew that Daddy had brought home a brand new typewriter to 
do all his .work. That was why Donny sat in the dark closet 
all alone collecting dust. 
He could hear the nd, d, d, d, d, 11 as Daddy typed hour 
~fter.hour on the new typewriter ••• d, d, d,.d, d. 
One day Daddy went on a trip and took the new typewriter 
~long. 
All was very quiet. 
Then Donny heard, "Mummy, Mummy. 11 
. ~ ~ 
It was DeeDee, Daddy and Mummy's lfttle girl. 
- ~~ ... .... 
"Mummy, may I write Daddy a letter ?" DeeDee asked. 
60f course, dear," replied Mummy. 
- a 
"May I use the old typewriter in th.e closet ? 11 asked 
peeDe~. . 
"You may, dear,u said Mummy. "I will get it for you. 11 
~ - -Mummy took Donny Typewriter from the dark closet and set 
P,im on the table. 
DeeDee began to type ••• "d, d, d,"••• and then she paused 
... - -J. -
"How do you spell 'Dear' ?/she asked. 
~ ~ 
"D-e-a-r," answered Mummy. 
" . 
"How do you spell •Daddy' ?" asked DeeDee 
"D-a-d-d-y," replied Mummy. 
"d, d, d, d, d~ typed Donny. 
~ ~ 
nTb.at is the begim1ing of my letter, tt said DeeDee. "Now 
~. will write some more." And she began to_ type again. 
-
"d, d, d, d, d," clicked Donny. Then faster, ddddddddd, 
lteedddddddddddd." 
17 
0 
It was a very nice letter and DeeDee was proud of it. 
She placed it in a pink envelope• put a stamp on itt and 
dropped it into the corner mailbox. Daddy received the 
letter the next day, and you can imagine bow pleased he was. 
What do you think DeeDee wrote in her letter to Daddy ? 
Do you think Donny.Typewriter will ever be used again? 
. . . 
Let us pretend that our tongues are typing. .Make them 
say d, d, d, d, d, ••• Put your hand over your voice box and 
feel it move as you say the "typewriter" sound ••• d,d,d,d,d. 
~ -
Here is a poem about the 11typewt>i tet>n sound • • • Listen 
while I read it the first time. Then yoamay help me $ay it. 
"d,d,d,d,d," 
Was the sound I heard; 
_'!d, d, d, d, d, 11 • 
As I typed a word. 
. . 
·"Let us see how well you listened .Po the story about 
Donny...,l n 
~ -
Teacher: '~hat sound did Donny hear as b.e sat in the 
dark closet 1" .... 
t~ 
Children: d,d,d,d,d,d. 
Teaehe:t:»: '~hat was making the d,d,d,d,d sound ?" 
. -Children: "Daddy's new typewriter." 
~ 
Teacher: 11What was the little gi:t:»l 1s name that wanted 
to see Donny ? n ,.,_. 
Children: 11DeeDee. 11 
. . ... 
Teacher: ttwb.at sound did Donny make when DeeDee used him 
Children: ij·· d,d,d,d,d,d. 
1. Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson, ~· ~· - p.l64. 
0 
Teacher: "Here are some pictures which have the sound 
you hear when, water is dripping :t'rom the faucet.. Say them 
after me." 
., 
Dustpan, Duck, Dog, Desk, Door. 
' -
What sound did you hear in these pictures ?" 
Song: To be taught by therapist and reviewed· by tb.e 
teacher for one week. 
0 
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run -Ding 
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Wetre ,ron - ning run - ning down the stairs, 
1. Lilla Bella Pitts, Mabelle Glen, Lorraine E. Watters, 
" Si;gging ·all ~ Day, Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass • 
.r 2 1':151, p.~. . 
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Objective: - Correct articulation of the p sound. (Pop) 
Introduction: - Show picture of pop-corn popping. 
"Did you ever visit tb.e beach 'l While you were there did 
you buy pop-corn ? F.rom the pop-corn man 'l It seems they say 
~ . 
something while it is cooking. Listen while I pretend I am 
II 
the pop•corn. P- p - p - p - p. What does it say '/_(All 
repeat, teacher' and children say it. together). 
' 
"Now watch what my mouth does when I play I am the pop-
. . . 
corn. (Place lips together). I press my lips together and 
then I· open them quickly. You do it - that's right 1 Now try 
. . 
it with your hand up to your mouth. Feel the little breeze 
as you say it ? 11 (All do it). 
,_ 
''Let us all do it again. 
1 
Feel your lips come together." 
" 
"Now listen very care:.fully while I read a poem about the 
- 2 
Pop-cozan Man. n (The children may be the :fopcozan as it is 
. . . 
cooking in the machine. They say altogether, pop - pop - pop) 
POP-CORN MAN 
Child: Good day, Mister Popcorn Man. 
Man: Good day, Would j'OU like to buy some popcorn ? 
Child: If you please. 
Man: I will pop some for you. Listen to the popcorn 
machine • 
• Helen Corbett, et.al., - ~· cit. P•4· 
• Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson, - ~~ p.l89. 
0 
u 
0 
Class: Pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, 
pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, stop. 
Child: Thank you, Mr.Popcorn Man. 
Man: That will be !'ice cents, pl,ease. 
Child: One, two, three, four, five. 
Man: Thank you. 
"Now let us see how well you listened to the poem about 
the Popcorn Man". 
Teacher: "What was the man's name ?" 
. . ~ '~ 
Children: "Mister Popcorn Mann. 
- 4 ~ 
Teacher: 'IW'bat was be making in the machine ? 11 
Children: "Pop-corn". 
Teacher: nwbat sow;;,d did you hear the pop-corn make ?tt 
Children: 11Pop - pop - pop - pop - pop. 
Teacher: 
the p~p-corn ·? 11 
'~hat do the children give the Popcorn Man tor 
'~ 
Children: "Pennies". 
Teacher: - ~ "How many ?". 
Children: '~ "Five pennies.n 
~ 
Teacher: "Here are some pictures that have the pop-corn 
sound. Say them after me, - pop-corn, parrott, pony, pig, 
pipe. 
The fol~owing so~ to be taught by the therapist and 
reviewed !'or~one week by the teacher. 
21 
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A PENNY IN MY POCKET. 
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Objective: - Correct articulation of the b sound. 
(bubbling sound). 
Introduction: - (Show picture of pan on a stoye bubbling) 
. 
"One cold Saturday morning, mother was cooking cereal 
-for breakfast. She put the pan on the stove and soon we coul 
b.e~vthe cereal say, b - b • b ... b - b, as it began to boil. 
Let us pretend we are tb.e cereal being cooked for breakfast 
and make tb.is bubbling sound, b - b - b - b - b". 
-
"Now I want you to wateb. my mouth when I make the 
- . 
bubbling sound. See how my lips open and then close11 • 
~ 
"You make the bubbling sound and see if your lips open 
-
and close like mine did". (Teacher and class make the sound). 
~ . 
Let us make the bubbling sound again, but this time put your 
.. 
fingers lightly on your throat, - b - b ... b - b - b. Did you 
feel it in your throat 1 Let us make the bubbling sound again 
l 
b - b .. b .... b ... b - b". 
-Now let us listen to a story about a little boy who was 
lost, but he knew what to do to find his way home. 
2 
BENNY BROWN 
Benny Brown was lost. 
other. It.was fun to see 
It seemed.today there were 
as so thick, that somehow 
other. 
He had gone shopping with his 
all the pretty things in the store. 
so many things to see and the crowd 
Benny became separated from his 
Helen Corbett, et.al. - Q£• cit. p.9 • 
• Ruth Jones, For Speech Sake, Fearon Publishers, 
San Francisco;-cal. P• ~ . 
2 
How big the store looked to Benny. But Benny was a 
brave little boy even though he was only five years old. He 
knew his full name was Benny Bruce Brown. He knew he lived 
at 787 Burns Avenue. He knew his telephone number was 
BRowning 1•3456. Do you think knowing all this helped 
Benny ? It surely.did. 
"Now we will see _how well yau listened to the story". 
~ 
Teacher: "What· was the little boy's name ?" 
Children: m'Benny Brown" • 
- ) -Teacher: "What happened to Benny ? u 
Children: ''He was lost 11 • 
~· ~ 
Teacher: "Was Benny afraid ?" 
4 ~~ 
Children: "!No;· he was brave". 
. -
Teacher :1 "How old tJas Benny ? 11 
:1 ~· • 1,.. 
Children: "Five years old11 • 
- ~ Teache~: "What was his full name ?" 
Children: tfBenny Bruce Brown. u 
~ ~ 
Teacher: "Where did he live ? " 
-Children: "Burns Street." 
h 
Teacher: "What was his telephone number ?" 
,_ 
Children: "Browning l-.3456n. 
~ 
Teacher: "Here are some pictures that have our bubbling 
sound. Say them after me, - bear - book - bed - boat - baby. 
What sound did you hear in these pictures 'l n 
Children: 1b - b ... b - b - b • b - b n. 
. ~ ~ 
The following song to be taught by the therapist and 
' 
reviewed for one week by the teacher. 
~l=i 
0 
1 
BIG BROWN BUNNY 
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Objective: - Correct articulation or s sound. (Tea 
kettle sound). 
Introduction: - {Show picture of a tea kettle) 
"Here is a picture or a tea kettle. Do you have one of 
~ " 
these at your house ? Well, I do and mine makes funny noises 
. 
when the water inside is hot, very hot. It says s - s - s -s. 
Does yours ? Let us pretend we are all tea kettles that are 
' hot and make tb.e sound they do, s - s - s - s ... a." 
~ 
Now watch my mouth while I sound like the tea kettle. 
. ' 
See the tip of my tongue right behind my top teeth on that 
little ridge. My lips are open and my ~eeth are together. 
I can feel the breeze as I play the tea kettle. Let us all 
' . 
be tea kettles and see if you can feel the breeze on your 
1 
hand •" 
"Now listen very carefully as I tell the story of a tea 
~ . 
kettle that tries very hard to make this funny sound." 
2 
TIMMY TEAKETTLE 
Ti~ Teakettle was very sad. He sat on the shelf with 
last year's.Christmas toys and waited and waited for the 
little girl who owned him to play with him. But she never 
did. Timmy felt that he should be kept full or water, hot 
ater,.so that he could blow off steam and make a fine tea-
kettle sound •••••• 'sssssss' like that. 
The shelf where Timmy sat was very close to the kitphen 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al., ££·~· p.65. 
2. Louise B. Scott and J. J. Thompson, ££•£!i• p.6o. 
c 
and often Timmy could hear water boiling. Sometimes it boil-
ad loudly ••• SSSSSSSSSS ••• in a big pot, and sometimes it 
boiled softly ••• sssssss ••• in a little pot. 
"How I wish I could say 's '"said Timmy Teakettle to him-
self •. "I would make a lovely-sound. It would sound just like 
a tiny_whistle, very soft. It would be a pleasant sound that 
people would like to hear. I am sure that I could say 's' if 
someone would only fill me with water and put me on the fl~e 
to boil." · 
~ 
But no one paid any attention to Timmy Teakettle. 
One day Timmy Teakettle decided to take matters into his 
own hands, or.rather, into his own spout, for Timmy did not 
have any hands. He knew that he had to have water before he 
could make a fine teakettle sound, but he thought that he 
would try, anyhow. 
He took a big breath and puffed out his teakettle cheeks, 
but all that came out was a "shshshshshshsh. 11 · 
~ ~ 
Timmy felt disapointed but ni'll try again," he said. 
. -
He took a big breath and puffed out his teakettle cheeks, 
but all that came out was a "zhzhzhzb.zhzhzb.. n 
,. " 
,nNow, I know that is not the right sound," said Ti:mmy. 
"that_is the sound tb.e vacuum cleaner ma.kes.n ~ . 
~ 
So, Timmy took another big breath and puffed out his 
teakettle cheeks, but all that came out was 11ththtb.thtb.. 11 
(voiceless) 
uoh, nol that is the sound the old gray goose makes,tt 
And Timmy could have cried teakettle tears had there been_ 
any water inside him. 
"I won't give up, though, I will try just once more," 
and Timmy took a final great, big breath and puffed up his 
teakettle cheeks, but ••• but ••• but ••• all that came out was a 
loud "rrrrrrrrrrrrrr" that sounded like Red Rooster when he 
woke Timmy up each morning. Poor Timmy. He felt that he just had to make steam, but w~at was he to do ? 
One day the little girl decided to have a tea party for 
her dolls. She set out her little table with chairs for the 
dolls and for herself. She placed a white cloth on the table 
and then set out her shiny toy dishes. She made sandwiches 
0 
and salad ••• but something was missing. There was nothing 
to put into the cups. 
The little girl thought and thought. Then she looked 
around the room. She glanced at the toy shelf and there •••.• 
there was Timmy Teakettle, holding his breath for fear that 
the little. girl would not see him. 
But she saw him and exclaimed, "I shall have tea." 
~ 
She ran to the shelf, got Timmy down and dusted him off. 
Sae filled the teakettle with water from the spou~ in the 
sink and set him on the stove. Timmy felt happy inside, be-
cause he knew that in just a few.minutes he was going to be 
able to say something that he had been waiting to say for a 
long time. The flame grew hot •••• and hotter •••• and Timmy 
began to go bubble-bubble-bubble-boil-boil ••• and he knew he 
was going to say something. So, he took a big teakettle 
breath and puffed out his teakettle cheeks and said ••• but, 
maybe you can guess what he said ? That is right. 
First he made a soft "ssssss" ••• then a little louder 
"ssssssss" ••• and then a much louder "sssssssss." 
~ - ~ 
Timmy Teakettle sat on the stove and sang and sang and 
sang and sang because he·was so happy that at last he could 
make the teakettle sound. 
Pretend that you are Timmy Teakettle and make a very 
soft "sssssss". Take a big brea~b. and make a long soft 
"ssssssssssssssss. 11 
~ 
Let me see how well you listened to the story about Timmy 
Teacher: 11What sound did the teakettle make ?" 
. 
Children: tts - s - s .. s - s. n 
- -Teacher: "What ~ound did Timmy want to make ? 11 
Children: n·s .. s - s -s - s. " 
Teacher: 
his sound ? 
-
'tWhere did Sally put ~immy so he could make 
Children: "On the stove." 
- ~ ' Teacher: "Let us pretend that we are Timmy and we are 
just starting to.boil." 
"· 
Children: "s - s - s - s - s. 11 
-Teacher: "Let us pretend we are Timmy and are boiling 
a little more.". 
Children: ta little louder) "s - s - s - s .. s". 
- ~ 
Teacher: "Now let us pretend we are TiilllllY and ready 
to make the tea." 
Children: ~louder) "S ~- S ... S - B - S - s." 
- ~ -
Teacb.er: ''What souhd did Timmy want to make ?n 
~ 
Children: "s ... s • s - s - s." 
- -
'feacher: "What sound di.d Timmy finally learn to make ? 11 
' .. 
Children: "s - s - s - s - s." 
-
Teacher: "Here are some pictures .that have TiiJllllY'' s 
sound. Say them afte:r; me, - Sun - Soup - Soap - Suit - Saw. tt 
The following song to be taught by the therapist and 
. 
reviewed :ror one week by the teacher. 
1 
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-~' put the ket-tle on, We'll all have tea. Heat' the kat 
- tle say s-s s , We'll all have tea. 
1. Lilla Bella Pitts, et.al., The Kindergarten Book, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1959 p.33. ----
Objective: - Correct articulation of the Z sound. 
(busy bee sound) 
Introduction - Show picture of Bee. 
''Here is a picture of a bee. How many have seen a bee 
in your garden during the sunnner ? How many have ,b.eard it 
make a strange sound? It sounded like, z ... z - z ... z - z.n 
I • 
"The bees are singing a song while they make b.oney. 
-They are singing, z - z ... z .- z • z." 
-
"Let us all be bees and make the honey bee sound, 
z - z - z - z ... z • W asn t t that fun ? " 
"Put your teeth together like this, (demonstrate) • Open 
-. your mouth a little bit." (Show how the teeth are together to 
make the z- z- z- z --z sound.) 
"Now let us be honey bees and make the honey bee sound, 
z - z - z - z - z. Did you feel yo~ tongue hide behind your 
teeth when you make the honey bee sound ? Now put your finger 
on your throat (demonstrate with tips of fingers on voice box) 
Feel the buzz wb.en you make the honey bee sound ?" 
,_ 
11Come on, now, let us make tb.e b.oney bee sound again. 
-See if your teeth are together. Feel that your teeth are 
together. You should blow out to make the sound. Feel your 
. 
tongue hiding behind your teeth. Feel the~buzz in your throat 
ith your finger tips. Readyl - z - z - z - z -z. You sound 
1 
like very good honey bees ." 
1. Helen Corbett, et. al., E.E,•cit. P•7·0. 
Now listen very carefully while I, tell you a story about 
a little girl named Zelma wh~ has a suit that makes the same 
sound as our honey bees make. 
1 
THE N~ ZIPPER SUIT 
Zelma had a new snow suit with a big zipper down tlie 
front. She like to pull the z'ipper up and slide it down agai • 
One·snowy day, Zelma put·on ner new snow suit with the Iong, 
long zipper. It'wa~ a· good 'day to be zipped up in a warm 
snow suit. But as usual,· Zelma 'began··playirig witl:i the zipper. 
She liked to play·it was a·train going up and down the track~ 
So'up and dgwn went tne zipper when all of a sudaan·something 
went wrong. That 'zipp·er ·stopp-ed ZIPPING. The train was· off 
the track and no matter how hard Zelma tried to put it back 
on again,·she couidn't get it back again. "Mommy, my zipper 
won't' zip," she cried.· "Just· as I thought, tt said her mother. 
ttzelma, zippers are· not to play with. u Now I r11 b.ave to put 
a pin in your snow sui't until I can go to town to get a new 
one.u Of course, Zelma didn•t.like to wear her snow suit to 
school with a big pin where the zipper was, so when the new 
zipper was put on tfie.suit, she was very carefu1 not to play 
train with the new one. ··She only made the zipper go up and 
down when she put it on or took it off. 
Let me see ho~.w~ll you listened to ~he story. 
Teacher: '~hat sound does the bee make when he is 
looking for honey ?" 
Children: nz - z - z - z - z - z. 
Teacher: "In our sjgry, what was the little girl's name?' 
< 
Children: "Zelma." 
Teacher: "Does her name have the busy bee sound ?" 
Children: "Yes." 
Teacher: ''What does the sound say ?n 
Children: "Z - z - z - z - z - z. 
1. Ruth Jones, For S¥eecb. Sake; Fearon Publishers, 
San Franeisco;-ca • 1959, P•42 
. .: ., < 
~eaeher: '~hat did Ze~a like to play with on her new 
snow suit ? 
Children: "The Zipper. tt 
Teacher: '~hat sound did the si~per make '1 11 
Children: nz 
- z - z - z - z - z." 
-. 
T,eacher: "What ~id Z~f~<::do to the zipper on her suit ? 11 
Children: "She broke it. 
" . . . 
' - - -
. . 
Teacher: "When ·zelma broke her zipper, sb.e could not 
make wbat sound anymor~ · '1 11 • • • 
Cb.ildr~n: 11Z • z - z ~ .~z~--.:.ip." 
.... - . ..... ' . 
~each~r _: "Here ar~ ~o~~ _ p~-c~ures t~at have tb.e busy bee 
sound. ·Say th.em. after me, zipper, zebra, zoo." 
-- .... ·- ~- '* - • 
The following song to b~ ~aught by therapist and review-
ed for one week by the teacher. 
J, 
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MY ZIPPER SUIT 
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Objective - Correct articulation of the 1 sound. 
(lullaby sound). 
' I·ntroduction: - "Listen to the song I am going to sing • 
. 
Some may know it. Join in with me. 11 
~ 
"Rock-a-bye, baby 
_on the tree top 
When the wind blows 
The cradle will rock. 
When the bough bends 
The cradle will fall, 
And down will come baby 
Cradle and all. " 
' 
"Let us all sing the song together.·" (repeaj;) 
"Do you know what we eall that song ?" 
. . 
''Yes, it is a lullaby." Show picture of Mother with 
~ 
baby in her arms. 
"Now let us sing the song again but this time, sing it 
-
witb. a funnyrsound. Put ·the tip of your tongue on tb.e little 
1 
ridge behind your teeth and say lah, lah, lah, lah. lah. 
(Teacher and children repeat t0g~ther) 
"Now listen carefully while I tell you a story about a 
-baby sheep whose name begins with o'UD funny sound. n 
. 2 
THE STORY OF LAMMY 
L~y was a baby sheep. He lived in a green meadow with 
. ' 
his mother and many other baby lambs and sheep. His mother 
had told him never to stray far from her side. She told him 
about Mr. Coyote who lived far away in the hills. She told 
him of old Mr. Mountain Lion. who th!)ugb.t lamb chops were 
delicious. 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al., 2£• cit. P•45 
2. Ruth Jones, each Sake Fearon Pub. San Francisco, C 
C) 
0 
Lammy was very frightened so he stayed close to his 
mother's side. But one day Lammy fell asleep under a tall 
shade tree. When he awakened suddenly he could not see his 
mother anywhere. In fact all the sheep were gone. While he 
was asleep the farmer came and drove the sheep into another 
meadow. Lammy was very frightened. He ran about the meadow· 
looking for his mother. He remember.what she had said about 
the wild animals that l~ved in the hills. Then faintly and 
far away he heard his mother's call. He ran in the direction 
from which it came. Near the~fence stood his mother bleating 
loudly. She was afraid she would never see Lgmmy again. 
Then as she look across the old meadow sb.e saw Lammy running 
as fast as his wobbl~ legs could carry him. She-bleated again 
and Lammy ran to the fence. His mother was on one side of 
the fence and he was on the other. He tried to jump over the 
fence but it was much to high for that. What would he do ? 
His mother told him to stay close to the fence and she would 
not leave him. So all night long Lammy stayed close to the 
fence near his mother. The rest of the flock stayed close by 
in case an animal came near and then they would try to fright-
en him away. 
The next morning early, Larry, the farmer's son came to 
the meadow to count the sheep .. and lambs. He missed Lammy but 
when he saw his mother standing by the fence he knew.what had 
happened. Quickly he climbed over the high fence and lifted 
Lammy back into the new pasture. How happy Lammy and his 
mother were to be together again. . 
"Did you like the story about the little lamb ? Let us 
-see how well we listened. n 
-Teacher: "What was the Lamb's name ?" 
,_ 
Children: ttLammy" 
.... ~ 
Teacher: "What animal did Lammy' s mother tell him to be 
careful of ? " 
Children: "The lion." 
Teacher: "Why ?" 
~ I"' 
Children: "The lion liked lamb chops •. " 
134 
0 
Teacher: ''WhaP happened to Laxnmy one day ?" 
. 
~ 
Children: 11He fell asleep and when he woke up all the 
other lambs were gone. n 
~ 
Teacher: "Did Lammy find his mother 1" 
. '~ 
Children: "Yes." 
' ~ 
Teacher: 11Who helped Lammy over the fence ?'t 
.. .... ... I ' 
Children: uLarry, the farmer's boy." 
... .. ""' -
Teacher: 11:{Iere are some pictures that have the lullaby 
. ~ 
sound. Say them after me - lollipop, lion, ladder, leaf, 
lamb. 
The following song to be taught by th~ tb.~rapist and 
revi_ewed for one week by tb.e teacher. 
l: 
LOLLIPOPS 
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I'm Sel-ling lol li po~s, No one.can ev er tell where I'll stop. 
1. Ethel Crowinshield, New Songs ~ Games-Boston Musie 
Company, Copyright MBlvlXLI. 
0 
Objective: • Correct articulation of the r sound~ 
(zaooster sound). 
Introduction: - (Show pictwe of a zaooster.) "Have you 
. 
ever visited a farm to see all the animals ? I know you must 
. 
have. Here is a picture of a zaooster. He is the one who 
wakes everyone up early in the morning by saying r - r - r • r 
Let us pretend we are the rooster waking up all tha farm 
animals". Repeat r ... r - r ... r - r. 
"Now I want you to listen as I tell you where my tongue 
- . . 
is while I am playing rooster •. The sides of my tongue touch 
. 
my top teeth on both sides and the tip of my tongue is pointed 
up and a little forward. Let us try it and you tell me where 
< 1 
your tongue is. Remember, keep your mouth half smiling • 11 
-
"Listen very carefully while I tell you the story of a 
. 
Pony End what the animals told this Pony to do to find his 
master." 2 
FRISKY PONY 
Frisky Pony was a little black pony with a beautiful 
brown.and white mane and tail. He liked to run, and that 
was why he was called Frisky Pony. But Frisky Pony had no 
master, so he was unhappy. He looked everywhe~e for a master 
named Robert, but whenever he saw a little boy that looked as 
if he might want a pony, the boy's name was never Robert. ~t 
was Sam or Dick or Charles or Jimmy. Why, it was no fun at. 
all to run about with no master to guide the reins. 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al., ~.cit. P•49 
2. Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson, 2£·~· p.95 
One day as Frisky Pony was galloping along waving his 
tail in the wind, he met a dog. The dog said, 11Gr •• Gr •• Gr •• 
Why are you running Frisky Pony ? u 
. 
11I am running to find a master names Robert," said 
Frisky Pony. 
''Well, n said the dog, run, run, run, run, run, run, 
Little Pony,. runu. 
Soon Frisky Pony met a goose, "th ••• th ••• th ••• n said 
the goose.. ''Why are you running, Frisky Pony ? 11 ~ 
,_ 
1!1: am rm;,ning to find a master named Robert, tt said 
Frisky P-ony. 
''Well, n said the goose, "run, run, run, run, Little Pony~ 
run."~ 
Next, Frisky Pony met a rooster. "r - r - r "" r" crowed 
the rqoster,.. "why ~re you running, Frisky Pony ?" 
I • 
"I am ruilning to find a master named Robert," said 
Frisky'.Pony. 
"Well," said the rooster, "run, run, run, run, Little 
Pony, ,..run. 11 ~ 
~ 
After a while Frisky Pony came to a tree. He decided to 
stop a while to rest, but whom should he see far, far away in 
the distance but a little boy running toward him. As the 
little boy came closer, Frisky Pony saw that he had a halter 
in his hand. The little boy came very close to Frisky Pony. 
"Are you looking for a master, Frisky Pony ? " asked the 
little boy. '~ 
"Yes, indeed," answered Frisky Pony. "Is yow name, 
Robert ? 11 
·-
"Why, how did you know ?" a·sked the little boy, ver.y 
much s.:uprised. nor course my .name is Robert. Please let me 
get onto yow back and take a ride." 
~ 
Frisky Pony was very happy as Robert mounted him and 
took the reins in his hand. 
"Shall we run ? " asked Frisky Pony 
0 
0 
n 
-' 
"No, 11 replied Robert, "running is too exciting. Let us 
trot._ So ••• trot, trot, trot, trot, Frisky Pony, trot.!1 • 
{Repeat the final refrain until the words ape fainter and 
fainter to indicate Frisky Pony and Robert riding away in the 
distance.) 
11Let me see how well you listened to the story about 
the Pony. What sound did the rooster make ?n 
Children: R ~ r ~ r - r • r. 
Teacher: uwhat did the dog in our story tell the Pony 
to do ?" 
-Children: 11Run, run, run, run, run. 
Teacher: "What did the goose in our story tell the Pony 
to do·? 
Children: "Run, rufl., run, run, run. n 
A • 
Teacher: 11What did the rooster say when he met the Pony~ 11 
Children: nfi - r - r - r ... r". 
Teacher: "' -"What did the rooster tell the Pony to do ? 
~ 
Childreiu "Run, run, run, run, run.'' 
~ 
Teacher: '~hat was the little boy•s name that Frisky • 
~. 
Pony was running to find ? n 
Children: "Robert." 
Teacher: - . '~ere are some pictures that have the rooster 
-
sound. Say them after me, rooster, rope, radio, rake, rock. 
What sound do you hear in these pictures ?" 
Children: "R - r-r - r - r - r. 
~ 
The Following song to be taught by the therapist and 
. 
reviewed by the teacher each day for one week. 
1 
RUN - RUN - RUN 
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0~ RUn-ning, Run-~, run,-J;ling, run-ning, ru.tl-ning ,, i!• we play, \ • 0 :---1 
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Run-ning, RUn-~, run-ning, run-ning, run-ning, on our way. 
1. Lilla Bella Pitts, et.al. Singing !! ~Play - Ginn and 
Company, Bos~on- 1957, p.22-23. 
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Objective: - Correct articulation of the t sound, 
(angry pussy cat sound). 
Introduction: .. (Show picture of angry pussy cat) "see 
. ~ 
this kitten ? Did you ever have one ? I did. Do you know 
, ' 
what she does when she is very angry or frightened ? She 
would say f ,f, f, f, f. Isn't that a funny sound ? Let 
• < 
us pretend we are all angry kittens and say f, f, f, f, f, 
together. 
uNow I want you to watch my mouth when I am the angry 
"' kitten. See how the top teeth touch my lower lip ? You be 
the angry kitten and see if your mouth does the same thing 
as mine. Let us feel the air on our hands as we make this 
- 1 
sound, f, f, f, f, f,. - all do it. " 
.. 
"Listen very carefully while I tell you the story about 
~ . 
a kitten who is frightened by some animals he meets while he 
is walking through the woods and let us all make the angry 
pussy cat sound when Fluffy does". 
~ 
FLUFFY KITTEN 
. 
(Ask the children to join in each time the story says: 
ttFluffy humped up her back, and fluffed out her tail, 
and said, f, f, f ••• " Use the magic flannel board to 
help tell the story. As Fluffy meets the animals and 
the bird, place pictures of them on the board. Have 
pictures of Fluffy and Susie also.) 
Susie was a little girl who lived in a large city, right 
next to a big park. Sometimes Susie got very lonely. She 
wanted someone to play with her, and so one evening Daddy 
brought home a little kitten. Susie promptly named the 
kitten Fluffy. 
1. Helen Corbett, 
4 
Susie soon learned that F.luffy had a language all her 
own. When Flufi'y was happy.; she sang, "purr ••• purr ••• purr ••• 
When she was hungry, she cried, "mew, mew, mew." And when she 
wanted to go out or· come inside she always said, "Me-ow, 
Me-ow, me-ow. tt 
-Sometimes Fluffy became frightened or cr.c;ss. Then -
she would humf. up her back, i'luff out her tail and say • 
"f •••. f ••• f ••.• l Her lip curled up and her tail looked like 
a big powder puff. I am sure that you have all heard, a 
kitten make that sound- 11f •• ;.:r ••• .t' ••• ". 
~ -One d.ay, while Fuf.t'y was exploring b..er new yard, she 
discovered a hole in the fence. Being a curious little kit 
she crawled through and found herself in a place with lots of 
lawn and trees. At one side of the lawn she saw a little 
Flufi'y did not know it, but she was in the big park next door 
to Susie's house. 
Fluffy decided to look ~roun~ this beautiful spot. She 
had not gone far, however, when she heard a chitter•chatter 
behind her. She turned her head, and there she saw a very 
strange animal. Of course, it was only a squirrel, but 
Fluffy had never seen a squirrel. She became frightened, -
so-o, she humped up her back, fluffed out her tail, and said 
"f ••• f ••• f ••• " 
-Now the s:t.uirrel never had seen a kitten before, nor had 
it heard such an angry sound,as "f ••• r. ••• f ••• n It frightened 
the squirrel, and scamper, sc~per he went. up a.tree. 
Fluffy hurried across the lawn, away from the strange 
animal, but as she went around a tree, she saw a big blue 
bird right in front of her. Fluffy had never seen a bird 
before and she was frightened, - so-o, she humped up her 
back, fluffed out her tail, and said -"t ••• f ••• f ••• ". 
- ~ 
The bird, however, knew all about cats, and it went 
flitter-flutter, up into a tree. ' 
By this time, Fluffy had enough pf this beautiful spot 
with the strange animals, but when she looked arouna for her 
fence with the hole, it was no longer in sight. Flufi'y was 
lost. 
Unhappy Fluffy said, "Me-ow •• .me-ow ••• .meow, 11 with a very 
sad voice. "How can I find my way home ? Through the park 
she went, looking for. the fence with the ,hole in it. 
\ 
0 
But Fluffy's troubles were not over. Across the lawn 
came a big brown dog, out for a romp with his master. The 
dog saw Fluffy just as Fluffy saw him. My, how frightened 
Fluffy was ••• so•o, she humped up her back, fluffed out her 
tail, and-said ••• "f ••• f ••• f ••• " but the dog just kept coming. 
This time it was Fluffy that went scramble, scramble up a 
tree. 
The dog's master came along, put the leash back on the 
dog's neck, and off they went. But Fluffy in the tree was 
mucb. too frightened to come .down, .. and besides it was beginnine 
to get dark. Maybe she could call loudly enough for Susie to 
hear. She opened her pink little mouth to make a loud me•ow 
when she saw a happy sight. There was Susie, coming through 
the trees, calling, "Here., Fluffy, Fluffy, Fluffy." 
Fluffy called back with a loud "me-ow, me•ow, me-ow. n 
Susie heard the kitten and came over~to the tree to help her 
down. She held the frightened little kitten gently in her 
arms. Soon, Fluffy stopped trembling and began to feel 
happy o~ce mor.e. Susie looked down at Fluffy and she heard 
a contented little ttpurr ••• purr ••.• purr ••• "• 
~ -
And a11 the while, Fluffy was hoping that never again 
would she have to --- hump up her back, fluff out her tail --
and say ••• 11f ••.• f ••• f ••• " in such an angry way. It was so 
much nicer to feel contented and happy. 
"Now we ~ill see how well J:ou listened to the story of 
Fluffy Kitten ·n 
Teacher: "Was the kitten happy or drGss ? 11 
Children: ''cross •" 
.. -Teacher: "What sound did Fluffy make 1" 
Children: "f - f - f - f - f." 
~ 
Teacher: " What was the kitten• s name in our story ?ff 
Children: "Fluf'fy.n 
.... 
Teacher: ''What sound do you hear in Fluffy's name ?" 
. A 
Children: "f - f - f - f - f. 
1. Louise B. Scott - J. J. Thompson, Q£•cit. P•l20. 
Teacher: "What sound did Fluffy make when she met the 
squirrel ? 11 
Children:• 11.f -·f -·f- f- f • 
.. 
• Teacher: ''What did Fluffy say when she met the bird ?" 
,_ 
~ 
Teacher: "Wha'l? did Fluffy say when she met the dog ?." 
. 
• Children: "f - f .- f - f - f • 
.. 
~ 
Tea:«her: '~ere are some pictures that have the cross 
-k1 tten sound. Say them after me, - feet, four, fire·,· fork, 
-
fan. What sound do you hear in these pictures fl" l 
'~ 
Children: 1tf - f - f - f - f. 
.. 
' 
4 
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The following song to be taught by the therapist and 
0 reviewed by the teacher each day for one week. 
. l 
MY KIT'fEN 
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kit - ty.' is tas gen - tle and soft as she can be, 
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Un - til . she comes up on •a dot, then ff- ff-ff Sl:l.YS she. 
n 1. Original. 
0 
Objective: • Correct articulation of ·th sound, (old 
gray goose. ) 
Introduction: - (Show picture of goose) '~ould you like 
~ 
to make believe we are a young gray goose ? We smile and sho 
J 
our teeth, while the tongue peeks tbrough our teeth. (Teacher 
makes sound while class listens). Ready, now, let us make 
1 
the goose sound together, th, th, th, th, th • 
"Now listen while I tell you the story about Katy Kitten 
- . 
. 
who liked to sew but one day she lost her thimble. She was 
very upset until the people in Mother Goose Land helped her 
.. 
to find it. Listen closely for all the words which contain 
. 
the "old gray goose sound". 
- 2 
THE LOST THIMBLE 
Katy Kitten liked to sew. She made her own dresses. 
She eyen made her own hats. Always she carried a purse, and 
in that putse were thread and thimble. 
One day, just as she was ready to sew a few se~, she 
found that her thimble was gone. 
110h, dear, n sighed Katy Kitten, 11I cannot sew without 
a thimble. What .... shall I do ? 11 . ~. 
-She searched and searched and while she was searching, 
Old Mother Hubbard came along. 
''\vill you help me find my thimble ?".asked Katy Kitten. 
tlyes; 11 answered Old Mother Hubbard, "if you will help 
me find my.poor dog a bone." 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al., 2E• cit. p.62 
2. Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson, 2£• £!!• p~75 
K,ty Kitten found the bone in a hurry and Mother Hubbard 
said,. "Go home and look under the bathtub. Perhaps your 
tnimble is there. n 
-Katy Kitten went home and looked under the bathtub. No 
thimble was there. Since she was already in Mother Goose 
Katy Kitten decided to ask Bo Peep about the thimble. She 
said ~~ Peep has lost her she~p many times and she has alway 
found~the~. Perhaps she can help me to find my lost thimble. 
Bo Peep was very sad because she had lost her sheep 
"Please, Katy Kitten, will you help me find my sheep ?11 
she asked. ,..., 
"If you will help me find my thimble," replied Katy 
Kitten. 
·Of course the sheep were found in no time at all. 
Bo Peep whispered, "Go home and look under Father's desk. 
our th~ble may be there." . 
-Pitty-pat-pat, away went Katy Kitten to look under Fat s 
desk. No thimble. 
110b., oh, ohl " sobbed Katy Kitten. 
- ... ..... . .. 
11Why, what is the matter?" asked Jack Horner who was 
passing by. ,_ 
"My thimble is lost. Please help me find it," pleaded 
Katy Kitten. 
Jack Horner said, nrf you will help me find a plum for 
my Christmas pie, maybe_! can help you." 
. -
Katy Kitten ran to the orchard and brought a plum to put 
into the Christmas pie. Jack.Horner pulled it out with his 
thumb. Then he said softly, "Look behind the red spool of 
thread •. 
Katy Kitten ran to the spool of thread and looked all 
around it, to the north, to the south, to the east and to 
the west. No thimble was there. 
Miss Muffet was sitting on a tuffet and she was very 
much ~xcited. 
0 
"Please scare away this big spider,'' she cried. 
~ 
"I will, if you will help me find my thimble," said 
Katy Kitten. 
45 
"Oh, yes, n said Miss l'luffett, "I will, only please hurry'. 
- ~. ~ ~ 
Katy Kitten made the spider run very fast and Miss 
Muffett whispered, "Just look under Baby's thumb." 
~ 
Baby was sleeping soundly and Katy Kitten lifted her 
thumb. carefully. But no thimble! 
Well, there were a few more Mother Goose people to ask. 
One was Simple Simon. 
When Katy Kitten told him about the lost thimble, he 
said, .. "Please give me a penny so tb.at I can buy a pie. n 
- . ~ 
Katy Kitten hurriedly found a penny for Simple Simon. 
He said, nLook under Brother's tricycle." 
- . 
Alas, no thimble. 
Along came Mary with the l~b trotting behind her. 
nr thought that I heard you crying," said Mary. "How 
can I ~help you ? 1t . _ 
'~ 
''My thimble is lost," sobbed Katy Kitten. 
- - ' 
"Never mind," comforted Mary. "I see three chairs. Look 
under _each of them and perhaps you will find your thimble .. " 
"Thank you," said Katy Kitten. One, two, three. No 
thimble. 
Jack and Jill were coming up the hill. 
"This pail is heavy," they said. "Will you help us 
carry-~=\ t ? " 
'~ 
"Gladly, 11 said Katy Kitten. 
... .... .. .. 
All three of them carried the pail of water from the top 
to the bottom of the hill. 
"Now will you help me find my lost thimble ?u asked 
Katy Kitten. ,_ 
• 
- ' 
ns:urely, tt said Jack at:td ·Jli.fl~l-. "Look under the ·bat broom cales~1'~ ~ 
Sc·urry,. scurry went Katy~;~ t.ten. But nb thimble was 
the bathroom scales. · · · -~ 
By this time Ka~y Eitte~·was becoming tired and sleepy. 
·w,as getting dark and she· ,,lo·nged .f!or her soft blanket. 
·~.~~ ~ 
11Ho, hum,'' yawned somebo.d~; and looking around, Katy 
en. spied Willie W.inkie. ~·I:ia·;:.was W'alking. along the. s·treet 
1
,.................... a. la~tern. 
"My t.himble is lost," -s~Md Katy Kitten in a wee, tired 
ice .. 
Willie Winkie yawned onc:~,~~9re. Then he said slowly, 
I .. b:elp y~u find your thil!ll5le·, w-ill. you promise to go home 
snuggle under your blanket·.:unti~~ the sun comes up ? 11 
1~es, Yes," said Katy'~tten anxiously. 
iiiJ!h.en," sa:ia Willie Winkie, "look for your thimble either 
J~h!nd. your ... right ,qr your __ l:e.'f·t . ear." 
-K~ty Kitten ran home ~d she looked behind her right ear 
--there it was! 
Now, we will see how well. you listened to the atory. 
Teacher: 11What did K~ty ~itten ca~ry in her purse ?" 
. 
iiiftbread and thi~ble." '~ Cl;lildren: 
Teacher: ''What must D.:ty Kitten have to sew with 
"" 
. 
iiThimble. 1~ '~ Children: 
Teacher: "Where did Lit~me Jack Horner tell Katy to look 
or the thlmbl·e ?" .· ~- '· 
, ,, "' .... 4 .. 
Children:' "Behind the spool of red thread". 
Teacher: »where did_~iss M~fet tell Katy to look for 
he thimble ?" 
1:' "l ~ 
Children: "Under the bab'Y,..'~s·. ·thumb." 
·~"' .,. 
~ 
0 
:48 
Teacher: "What did Mary and her lamb see ?" 
. 
-
Children: "Three chairs." 
Teacher: '~hat did Katy say to the Mother Goose children> 
Children: "Thank you.n 
- ~ 
Teacher: ttHezae are some pictures which have the old gray 
.. 
goose sE>und. Say them after me, thread, thimble, thumb, 
thermos, three." 
-The following song to be taught by therapist and reviewed 
each day for one week by the teacher. 
1' 1 
LITTLE ENGINE 
V -n 1 P I I I I 
1\- In ' I 1\ I 1\ .-! -
-· - -! -1. if ) f' - - .I • • e I - -· - ----
\ 1/ - .._. ·- I ic.J -~ ,... .... 
~ I think ~ can, I think I. can, Oh, clic.k-e-ty clack-e-ty I thought I. could, I thought I could Oh, tick-e--ty tack-e-ty lk'" _L _1\. I . I 1 
1!111 I I I - I I 
,{ f\ \ a • e ._.. ._ ._ I I I ~ - -
\U - I I I -~ 
~u .. 11!!11!!!!!1. v 
Clack I think I can I think I catJ. !A_ -long my sil -ver track. 
Tee I thought I could I thoUght I coUld & now ju~t look at me! 
1. Lucille F. Wood, Louise B. Scott, Singing Fun, Webster 
Publishing Qo., Atlanta 1954 - P•43. 
0 
Objective: - Correct articulation of the sh sound. 
(quiet seund) 
Introduction: - (Show picture of a seashell or a real 
one). "How many of you have been to the beach? When you were 
-there did you col1ect seashells? Here is a seashell that 
makes a sound." 
.. 
"Listen carefully while I tell you a story about a sea 
shell that was washed up on the beach one day and about the 
sound it made to get the attention of a little boy. 
1 
THE SEASHELL 
(The teacher puts her finger to her lips each time she 
wishes the children to aay the 'still' sound which ap-
pears frequently in the story. ·rEach verse is repeated 
once so that children may catch the words from the 
teacher and join in as she tells it. 
One day at the beach the wind blew and blew. The waves 
dashed high on the rocks, swish, shirr, swish, shir. 
A~little seashell who lived on the bottom of the ocean, 
was awakened from his sleep. 
nob., dear," he cried fea.rfully, "what is happening?" 
- ... ..... '"~ 
The ocean tossed him back and forth, back and forth, 
until. he was out on the beach, and there he lay, out of 
breath, almost afraid to move. At last the wind became still. 
The sun shone brightly and warm~d the little seashell. The 
breeze sang a lullaby; 
"'sh ••• sh ••• sh •• , little seashell 
.. From your ocean bed, 
, You are in a new land now, 
So rest your weary head. 
'sh ••• sh ••• sh ••• " 
1. Louise B. Scott, J. J. Thompson, ~· £!i• p.l34 
The ocean whispered softly: 
"'sh ••• sh ••• sh ••• , little seashell 
~From your ocean bed, 
You are in a new land now, 
So rest your weary head. 
'sh ••• sh ••• sh •• ~" • 
. 
The sun said not a word but shone radiantly, and soon 
the little seashell was cozy and fast asleep. 
All at once he was rudely awakened. He felt himself 
snatc~ up and tossed across the beach. A noisy boy cried, 
nrts just an old seashell. It is not wo:rth anything. 11 
The ocean whispered: 
"'sh ••• sh ••• sh. ••• , little seashell 
~Just lie very still; 
'sh ••• s.n ••• sh ••• 
You can, if you will. " 
A tired little boy came to where the seashell was lying. 
The ltttle boy was crying. "I want my mother and daddy, I 
am lost." 
-The seashell was sorry for the tired little boy. 
uMaybe if' I whisper the 'still' sound, the tired little 
boy will hear me.u he thought. 
So he whispe;ed, "sh ••• sh ... sh ••• " 
~ ~ 
The tired little boy stopped crying and looked all 
around to see where the qui-et sound was .coming from. 
Then he saw the seashell.' ''What a pretty seashell," 
he saj,.d. ~ .. 
"sh ••• sh ••• sh ••• 11 whispered the seashell. 
~ ~ 
"And what a pretty s·ound," said the tired little boy. 
-. -He held the seashell close to his ear. 
1
'sh ••• sh ••• sh ••• " it ·whispered softly. 
-Then the tired little boy's mother and daddy came along. 
They were so happy to find their boy. 
0 
The seashell kept right on whispering, 11 sh ••• sh ••• sh,, 11 
as the tired little boy held him in a hand that was very 
limp, for he was fast asleep. Then they all went home, mother 
daddy, the tired little boy and.the seashell. 
All day and night the seashell lay on the toy shelf and 
sang the song of the ocean that the breeze had taught him. 
You can sing it, too, and I promise that if you will sing 
it often eno~h, everything and everybody around you will 
be still as 11sh ••• sh ••• sh ••• 11 
~ ~ 
nNow we will see how well you listened to the story and 
if we_ can make the quiet sound just like the seashell. To 
make this sound, the sides of the tongue are pressed against 
the teeth. Our lips are pushed2out like this (demonstrate) and we say sh - sh - sh - sh sh. 
"Let us make beli~ve we are quiet sea~hells "- {all repeat) 
sh sh - sh - sh - sh - ~h. 
Teacher: 1twho was at the botton of the ocean?" 
'> 
Children: »·The seashel1." 
~ ~ 
"Teacher: "What happened to the seashell when the ocean 
-
tossed him back and forth ?" 
Children: "He came up 'on the beach." 
Teacher: "What song did the breeze sing ?" 
. ,_ 
Children: 11 sh ... sh- sh - sh - sh. 11 
~ 
" Teacher: 11What did the ocean whisper?" 
"' Children: 11 sh - sh - sh - sh - sh." 
Teacher: "Who was lost ?11 
Children: tiThe little bo;:u 
Teacher: 
boy?" 
~ " 1tw'hat did the seashell whisper to the little 
Children: 11sh- sh- sh- sb.- sh." 
2. Helen Corbett, et. al. op cit. p-.73• 
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Teacher: "Here are some pictures that have the sound 
~ 
that the seashell makes. Say them after me, - shirt - shell 
ship - shadow - sheep. 
The following song to be taught by the therapist and 
review'ed by the teacher each day for one week. 
[) ·. 
IJ J... 
.!) 
-
ll i ).. h .LJ. I • ,.,7 I/ 
---
1 
SHOO ... FLY 
-.-~ t-
-
,_, I-' 
I/ 
v v 
.. 
I 
.-1 
·--
--
ltll!ll 
!-" 
I 
v / 
• 
•Shoo fly, don'~ bpt~-er me, 'Shoo fly, .don•~ ~oth-er me, 
A Y/ t. 
-
........ ............ 
~ ~. ~·· 
-
, ...... .. 
-rtl !" /":) .... -~- ,~·. 
-
I II v ,/ T 
II ' . ..,.,. 
.• c.) / v v v 
•Shoo .f:cy, dontt both-er me fo'b I 'be-lqng to, some-body-y. 
1. Lilla Belle Pitts, et.al. Singing Together, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, Mass. 1959, p.32. 
I' 
~A 
i. 
Objective: - Correct articulation of the cb. sound. 
(train sound). 
Introduction: -(Show picture of railroad engine). Here 
is a picture of a railroad engine. Listen as I make the s 
it makes. ncb., eb., ch, ch, ch ••• " No~ you make the t:rain 
sound. To make this ~ound~ the sides of the tongue are pres-
sed against the teeth. Our lips are pushed out as if we were 
- -
going to make the quiet sound, but this tim~ u~e your breath 
to make the train sound. Find the hole between your lips. 
e the train sound again." (Teacher with children and 1. 
then children alone) • 
Listen carefully while I tell you a story about a Little 
2 
LI"TTLE ENGINE 
One cold, snowy winter's day, Little Engineer.§w,ent-:-16ut 
to start Little Engine. Little Engine was cold. First it 
ent ch.~ ••• ch •••• ch ••• slowl¥•' Then Little Engine began to 
ge~·warm. ·(demonstrate slowly, then faster and faster). 
Ch ••••• Ch •••• Ch ••• ch •• ch, che 
Little Engineer drove Little Engine do~n tne tracks. 
Little Engine went ·m.er.I'ily through the snow, ch; ch,- en, ch. 
Then suddenly ne·bumped into a big snow drift and stopped, 
ch, ch, ch, ch •••• ch. How that suprised Little Engineerl 11 
. -.. - . .. ""' ~ ... 
'Little Engineer said, "Come on, Little Engine, push, 
push, push.'' So Little Engine pushed and pushed. 'If you·.nad 
been there listening, you would have hear·d him goizie;; "Ch; ••• 
ch •••• ch •••• cb: ••• ;n, (demonst·rate loudly and slowlY:). But he 
could not move at all. "Push harder," Little Engine said 
Little Engineer. Little Engine pushed harder and harder. 
.. .. .. ., .. .. .. . . ~ 
1. Helen Corbett, et.al. ~· £!i• P• 77 
2. Helen Corbett, e~.al. ~·.£1E· P•77 
j", 
0 
(Demonstrate as before, just a little louder.) Then, all of 
a sudden, out of the snow drift he came with gr~at big Ch•h!. 
Then away went Little Engine and Little Engineer merrily 
down the tracks, (demonstrate, "ch - eh - ch "" ch - ch11 ) aJ.l 
the way to the next station,-"ch- ch- ch- ch- ch" and all 
the way home, "ch .. ch - ch ... ch • ch". 
Now you may be Little Engine by yourself. 'First tell me 
if you are·warming up, going slowly, going fast, stuck in the 
snaw•drift, or trying to get out of the snowdrift. ~hen let me 
hear your sound. (Let several children demonstrate.) -
Let me see how well you listened to the story about the 
Little Engine. 
Teacher: '~hat sound did Little Engine make when he 
was cold ?" 
Children: "Ch ••••• Ch ••••• Ch ••••• Ch ••••• (slowly) 11 
Teacher: '~hat sound did Little Engine make as he went 
down the tracks?" 
Children: "Ch ••• ch ••• ch ••• ch ••• ch ••• (faster) n 
Teacher: "W~a~ sound did Little Engine make when he 
bumped into ~b.e sn'?~. dr~~~?" _ .... 
Children: "Ch ••• cb. ••• ch.e•••ch •••••• ch ••••• Cb..hl " 
Teacher: '~hat sound did b.~ ma~e when he got out of the 
snowdrift ? u 
Children: "Oil:• ••• _._Ch. ~ _• •• en •.•• ch ••• ch ••• ch ••• cb., "(faster) 
Teacher: "Here are some pictures that have the engine 
- . 
sound. Say them after me, chair, chicken, church, chimney, 
chest. 
The folfowing song to be ta~ht by therapist and reviewed 
~ by teacher each day for one week. 
~-
0 
I 
0 
L( I l l - .-=:: -. #!!s- ~ ~ .- ,;t...... .--
\'-./ - .._.. ..... ' -
v 
.D Choo-Choo-:Choo 
£or Choo-ehoo~hoo Herets th'train that stops you, 
,.; i' ' j ' ~ J~~~ 
'I 
-Uh 
""" - • 
- .. 
--I! ( \ ) 
-- -
...-. 
.,?.... -'~ .... I !- ~ .\. l/ - """" I t.J I Choo-Cl;loo-Choo Cboo-Ohoo-Choo Ev-ry day the train will 
t l 
1. Ethel Orowninshield, ~ Sing and Plal ~, Boston 
Music Company, Boston, Mass. 1938, p.19. 
-
-
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CRAFTER IV 
RESULTS 
The ~esults of the speech imp~ovement lessons that we~e 
taught fo~ a pe~iod of twelve weeks is shown on Table I. The 
. . 
~esults of the speech the~apy p~og~am conducted throughout 
the school year is shown on Table II. 
The speech imp~ovement p~og~am showed little improvement 
percentage-wise when compared with the therapy program. We 
must remember, however, that the group receiving the the~apy 
received it once a week for the full year while the speech 
improvement group received the improvement lessons for only 
a twelve week period. 
As shown on Table I and Table II, there was very little 
. . 
difference in the scores at the conclusion of the speech 
improvement lessons and the speech therapy group. It is felt 
however, that the group receiving the therapy obtained more 
of a therpeutic approach than the group that received the 
speech improvement lessons. The g~oup that received the 
speech improvement lessons benefitted from participation 
in the lessons and learned that lette~s not only had a name 
but also a sound. 
56 
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TABLE I 
" 
I~ I! !~ I~ I~ ~~ I~ ~ I~ IS I~ 1!>. lti~ I. I- ''"' ,a I; ·~ ~~ IS li I~ t.P I~ " I~ :~ I~ ~ ~~ I~ 18 lg 18 18 Ia • If:: ,~ -~ -:::~ 
Child 1._ f th sb. cb. Col. ·Gol. Col ·.t d_' p· b s z r ~1· _2 3 • t 
1 ~~ I~ F~ ~~ !% Lj . I 175% 
I· I~ I~ f% i% ~b% .?~2 
·' 
~ I 
3 I~ ~ :% % ~ 1% .J 2, iJ3~ 
4 /% [f !7c j () l;~~t?% 
e 5 , .. !1t j ;., /) l;oo,% 
6 ,, .11 I~ ~~ 1% !% J :b f33~ 
7 ~~ ' . - . ' 1% ii ~ ~ j :L l33r6 
8 IZ IZ ~~· I% 1% J J_ 133~ 
9 . ol 0 Voofo 
10 % I I 0 I 
ll ~ I I 0 
].2 I% !~ il I/, ~ 0 c2 133~ 
_]..3 I~ IUZ I~ I~ 3 I ttfo 
Col. l - Number of misarticulations found in October 
9Ql. 2 - Wumber of mis~ti~~l~~ions found in May 
t;Jol. 3 - Percentage of erro~:a:::c·orrected. 
-
' 
'; .:. 
;;.;,. ·~ 
r .. ~;\ 
u 
' 
0 
TABLE "2" 
• 
i~~~~i~i~~~,~~,~~,~~,~~,~~~~~~~,~ 0 0~0 0 0~0 0 0 0~0 0~0~ 
Child t d p b s z l r f tb. sh cb. Col Col l 2 
1 f2 'S % it fi 1r fo % 7r /; J_ 
2 ~d 7J /! it 1- lr 'It '% 1 ff ~~ r; b ~ 
3 ~ I {) 
4 ~ ~ ~ % % lf I 
5 % ff ~ J {) 
6 ~ % '7s z. ~ ~ ~ % If f lj I:CI lo ~ 
__1. ~ ~ it J z & s I I'~ 
8 1t ~ % ~ j .Lj I 
9 It 1r % ~ I/ tJ 
~ ~ % > I / 10 
Col. l - Number of misarticulations found in October 
Col. 2 - Number of misarticulations found in May Qol. 3 - Percentage of errors corrected. 
Col. 
_3 
d,tojo 
0 
;ooojo 
75&/o 
Joo o/o 
tJ 
?tJ~ 
JJ~ 
/oo6); 
() 
0 
CRAPT:BR V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 
A simple picture articulation test was given to two 
classes of thirty kindergarten children each. The results of 
the scr~ening indicated that seventeen had normal speech and 
thirteen had mild substitution tendencies in one group. This 
class received the speech improvement lessons for twelve weeks 
between February and May. From the other class, ten were se-
lected who had severe articulation problems and mild defects. 
These children received speech therapy for one-half hour week@ 
ly between October and May. 
The following sounds were then introduced by the speech 
therapist to the group selected to receive the·speech .improve-
ment lessons, t, d, p, b, s, z, l, r, f,&,J,f.f. One sound 
per week was presented through stories, pictures and simple 
songs containing the sound. This song was left with the class-
room teacher to be reviewed daily for one week. The other 
group of children received speech therapy only from the speect 
therapist once a week. 
CONCLUSION 
The children in this study responded to the material 
and seemed to enjoy participation in these activities. 
59 
looked forward to the spe~c:h. therapist's weekly lesson. 
classroom teacher who participated in this study was eo-
It is the feeling of this writer that this enjoy-
lme1nt was the result of the type of material used and the inter 
the material into the activities of a kindergarten 
This study demonstra~es that a speech improvement 
nn,.~no"Pam us.ing tb.e natural apl),e~l of music and its enjoy.ment 
children produces benefieiai results at the kindergarten 
level. 
SUGGESTIONS ~0;ft FURTHER RESEARCH 
~ .... ~" . 
' 
1. aepeat tb.e· ~xperime~i·w~th this material in tb.e 
Walt~am kindergarten eurrieu~tim for all the children. 
2. Compare the number of speech cases in the first 
grad~ therapy program where this material is used in 
the kindergarten 
3. Compare the results of the reading readiness 
test~ for the first grade students.in theWAltham 
Schools where ~he thesis :material has been used 
and a school where it has ··n.ot been used. · · 
1. 
2. 
0 6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
(1 
··, 
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